Making your views known to your elected representatives on the effect of the law or
public policy on your family or community, is one of the most effective ways we have
under our system of parliamentary democracy.
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Letters take effort: The single greatest impact comes from the fact that you took the
time to write a letter on an issue. It makes more of an impression than the details of
the letter itself. From the perspective of a politician or political party, a letter from
one constituent is interpreted as speaking for a hundred other citizens who hold the
same point of view but did not write.
Letters are personal: A personal letter to your MP or MPP can be an effective tool for
change. A 2009 Nanos Research survey of 44 sitting MPs and 7 former MPs regarding
MP-constituent interactions found that 88% were motivated to act based on a
message in a personal letter, versus 45% who said they would act based on a form
letter. And a mere 8% of parliamentarians surveyed said that an online campaign has
changed their mind on an issue.
Letters are effective: Every politician pays close attention to the mail they receive
from their constituents; its their gauge of public opinion. If your representative won
their seat by a slim margin, they are even more likely to pay attention to letters and
report back to their leaders and cabinet ministers whether new measures are popular
or unpopular in their ridings, explaining that their riding could be lost if measures are
not reversed.
Letters can finish a conversation: Although your initial contact is important in getting
your local representative's attention, a follow-up letter is key. Thank the member for
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taking the time to respond to your initial query and commend them on any steps
taken. Then reemphasize the result you’re after, or any issues you feel have not been
addressed. A second letter shows that you're invested in the issue. If you're really
concerned, set up a face-to-face meeting with your representative or a member of
their staff.
Letters are a meaningful way to say “thank you”
Letters document your concerns: Staff keep a tally of the letters their MPP or MP
receives on each topic and what side of the debate constituents are on. If the
opinions don’t directly contradict a party platform, original letters can sway how the
MP votes.
Silence implies consent: Your elected representative (or party) assumes a lack of
response to an action as tacit approval of that action. And if you’re silent on an issue,
others may interpret your silences as consent.
https://cpaws-southernalberta.org/how-to-write-a-letter-to-your-elected-officials/
https://cpj.ca/writing-letter-your-mp/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/four-ways-to-get-a-politician-to-payattention/article4303978/
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Your Member of Parliament (MPs and MPPs) maintain both Legislative and
Constituency offices. If you are writing about a personal problem, write to their local
office. If you are writing about legislation, or something to do with the government,
write to the House of Commons or to Queen’s Park.
Your MP of MPP is your representative, the person who represents you (whether you
voted for them or not), and who must be sensitive to your views. Do not send a letter
to a representative outside your riding (unless it's a minister or an opposition critic).
MPs or MPPs show little regard for letters that come from outside the riding, though
sometimes it may be appropriate to contact other MPPs or MPs. For example, when
the Chair of a Parliamentary Committee wishes to monitor broad public opinion at a
critical point in the legislative process, or when you have special expertise in a
specific area in which a Parliamentary Committee is developing policy, your
communication with them can be important.
Remember that if, as a CFUW club, you wish to contact someone other than your
own representative, you may not refer to CFUW in your correspondence. Contact
Ontario Council or CFUW if you are interested in developing communications beyond
your own MPP or MP.
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While you don’t need to be an expert to communicate with your politicians regarding
issues you are passionate about, you do need to be accurate
Fact check and beware of false or misleading information in your sources
Rely on the facts and avoid emotional arguments
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Start with a clear statement of purpose about a particular action.
Briefly introduce concerns.
For example: “I am writing to express my concern about …. I ask that you
support a move to … .” Repeat this request in the last paragraph. A request
such as “please pass legislation immediately which will keep oil wells out of
our parks” has much more authority and is a better guide to action than
“Please bear in mind the potential conflict between resource and natural
values.”
Make a concrete request:
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Keep your letter brief (1 page is ideal)
Address only a single issue in each letter
Write only on the issues that are very important to you and avoid the risk of diluting
your effectiveness.
Use plain, simple language. Writing simply helps avoid confusion or
miscommunication.
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Personal letters carry more weight than pre-printed materials or postcards
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